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ABSTRACT 
The development of discovering appealing, valuable and 

important patterns from large spatial datasets is stated as spatial 

data mining. From the preceding hospital location analyses 

technique, the locations are predicted from the hospital dataset 

using pattern mining technique. In terms of road weightage 

computation the location analyses technique is not enough in its 

performance. In order to improve the performance, a new 

hospital location analyses method is proposed in this paper with 

non linear mathematical model. The proposed method 

comprises of four major stages, namely, feature compilation, 

developed non linear mathematical model, selection of patterns 

(locations) by utilizing pattern mining and location analyses. 

Initially the features are collected from the historical dataset 

that are related to  information on roads and the nearest hospital 

locations. Based on the assembled information a non linear 

mathematical model is developed for the roads. The non linear 

mathematical model is a developed model and this is optimized 

by the Genetic Algorithm (GA). This optimized non linear 

mathematical model is utilized in the hospital location analyses 

process. Thus our proposed technique successfully selects the 

hospital locality via optimized non linear mathematical model 

and pattern mining. The implementation results showed the 

effectiveness of the proposed hospital location analyses method 

in predicting the hospitals and the achieved improvement in the 

analyses result. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed 

technique is evaluated by comparing it with the previous 

hospital location analyses method.  

Keywords 
 Spatial data mining,  non linear mathematical model, Genetic 

Algorithm (GA). 

1. INTRODUCTION  
To produce necessary information, the enormous quantity of 

data that is accessible nowadays can be utilized competently. 

Medical science, Education, Business, Agriculture are some of 

the fields where the created information can be implemented. 

Immense amount of data is being collected together and stored 

in the databases. Traditional statistical techniques and database 

management tools are no more adequate for analyzing such 

huge quantity of data, [1].  In view of the fact that, Data Mining 

or Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) enable us in 

analyzing data from diverse perspectives and abbreviating it 

into precious information, it has turn out to be one of the fast 

growing region of research [2] [11] [12]. It is also the junction 

of quite a few disciplines, collectively with statistical databases, 

AI, visualization, and high performance parallel computing 

[13]. A number of methodologies for data mining are available 

today that can be used in various application fields [21, 22]. 

Spatial data mining in particular plays a critical role in 

discovering patterns from the spatial database. 

In this new world lot of improvements are greatly rising in 

spatial data acquisition, mass storage, volume of spatial data 

and network interconnection. The dealing out approaches of 

spatial data delay behind relentlessly, are not capable to find out 

relation and rules in massive quantity of data resourcefully and 

make full use of presented data to compute development trend 

though enormous data satisfied potential demands of exploring 

the earth’s reserve and environment by human being, widening 

utilizable information source [5]. An automatic finding of 

spatial knowledge is needed because of the quick growth of 

spatial data and large use of spatial databases. As more spatial 

data have been stored in spatial databases [8], the spatial data 

mining becomes more significant and attractive. Spatial data 

mining and spatial analysis techniques are performing a main 

role [6] in spatial database systems, to find out interesting but 

intrinsic patterns in spatial datasets of ever increasing size and 

difficulty. The process of finding out interesting and previously 

indefinite spatial patterns is spatial data mining. Extracting 

outstanding and functional patterns from spatial datasets is 

more problematic than extracting the analogous patterns from 

long-established numeric and categorical data [3] due to the 

difficulty of spatial data types, spatial relationships, and spatial 

autocorrelation.  

The significant duty of spatial data mining is the extraction of 

spatial co-location patterns in wide applications. Spatial co-

location and de-location patterns are identically [7] equal for 

positive and non positive association rules. Spatial data mining 

is commonly utilized in geographical information systems, 

geomarketing, earth observation, navigation, and different other 

areas. It is used for better understanding of relationships in data, 

for finding out unknown relationships among spatial and 

attribute data, and moreover for optimizing of spatial queries 

[4]. As decisions are finished based on big spatial datasets 

collectively with NASA, the National Imagery and Mapping 

Agency (NIMA), and the National Cancer Institute (NCI), 

capable tools for extracting information from geospatial data 

are necessary to organizations. Expansion across numerous 

application domains including ecology and environmental 

management, public safety, transportation, earth science, 

epidemiology, and climatology [9] [10] are done by these 

organizations. For the victorious prediction of hospital location 

a number of researches have been prepared. A few of the most 

new works obtainable in the literature are reviewed in the 

subsequent section. 

2. RELATED WORK  
The illusion of extracted information from spatial database into 

geographical representation has been recognized by Hiremath et 

al. [14]. The relevant techniques are significant for easy 

understanding of the information content of the data sets 

composed throughout the field survey for an exact study. For 

extracting the information content of the data sets, the data 

mining techniques are utilized. The main objective is the 

making use of the information visualization techniques and data 
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mining techniques for the spatial database pertaining to an 

exacting geographical region. For the Latur district in 

Maharashtra state of India, the spatial database has been built. 

The utility of the database in the form of information discovery 

has been well-known visually in the geographical 

demonstration. 

A skilled method with less computation, for the combination of 

the outputs of the different clusters has been analyzed by 

Anandhi et al. [15]. The planned layered merging technique has 

been discoursed, for spatial datasets and is utilized in clustering 

combination technique. Voting procedure has been used to 

assign labels for the clusters and resolving the correspondence 

problem as the partitions were ready from different clusters. 

They have eliminated the want for such voting by means of the 

same groups., Based on the cardinality and the set intersections, 

most possible cluster groups across dissimilar clusters have 

been grouped as matching pairs., When more than 50 percent of 

the clusters agree upon the groupings they have been resolute 

into the concluding partition. While they tour all along the 

layered merge, the degree of agreement (DOA) factor has been 

calculated based on the count of permitted clusters. The 

involvement of unresolved, unsettled data elements has been 

handled for the reduction of computational cost by means of the 

resourceful DOA at every layer. The getting back of the gained 

information in the preceding layers is an additional benefit of 

this proposed approach, thereby giving better cluster accuracy 

and strength. 

A Multi-label spatial categorization based on association rules 

with multi objective genetic algorithms (MOGA) made rich by 

semi supervised learning was proposed by Arunadevi et al. 

[16]. The purpose is for dealing with quite a lot of class labels 

problem. Problem transformation has been personalized for the 

multi label classification. Development of spatial association 

rules enabled a mixture evolutionary algorithm helpful for the 

optimization, which addresses single label. The single labels are 

merged into multi labels by MOGA by means of the 

contradictory objectives analytical accuracy and 

unambiguousness. Partially supervised learning has been 

accomplished all the way through the course of rule cover 

clustering. Associative classifier has been built through a 

sorting method for conclusion. The results have been compared 

with MOGA based associative classifier after the algorithm has 

been simulated and better performance was found than the 

existing one.  

The learning of present methods of KDD has been explained by 

Fawzi Elias Bekri et al. [17]. By applying data mining methods 

for healthcare and public health, it was done and the dilemma 

and difficulties related with data mining and healthcare in living 

out has too mentioned. The exercise of data mining has 

improved beside with the examination of healthcare institutions 

during examination and as a result the health policy set was the 

superlative, identified disease caused and guard deaths in 

hospital and verifies the unfair insurance declaration. 

Prasad et al. [18] have well thought-out the conditions of spatial 

data mining and formulated the perceptible k adjacent neighbor 

(VkNN) query solutions as incremental algorithm by means of 

two variants contradicting in how to lessen objects during the 

search process. One variant applies visibility pruning mutually 

to objects as well as index, while another variant applies 

visibility pruning merely to objects. The second has 

outperformed the earlier results has been discovered by the 

execution results. They have more planned an aggregate VkNN 

query based on a collective distance function, which finds the 

perceptible k adjacent objects to a set of query points. Two 

approaches are followed by it for dealing out the aggregate 

VkNN query. Based on the collective visible distance metric, 

one accesses the database via multiple VkNN queries, while the 

other issues an aggregate k adjacent neighbor query to acquire 

back the objects from the database and then re-rank the 

consequences with comprehensive experiments. 

The Michigan Community hospitals are assigned with allotting 

different populations and making available a full series of 

medical procedures which have been discussed by Pariwate 

Varnakovida et al. [19]. A number of healthcare amenities were 

built in the direction of serveing huge local populations (e.g. 

Detroit); others were planned to give local coverage across less 

populated areas (e.g. Alpena). The precise settings of the 

hospitals were directed by a wide-ranging of geographical and 

historical factors at the time each facility’s construction. The 

distribution of population, the physical characteristics of 

available sites, and the individual and political circumstance of 

the instant are included here. It seems rather possible in 

Michigan, that the factors leading to the progress of today’s 

spatial gathering of 139 community hospitals were mostly 

neighborhood and restricted to every individual hospital. To 

build up a revised community hospital approval method, a 

multi-organization committee headed by the State of Michigans 

Department of Community Health appealed the authors with 

questions regarding how spatial analyses may be utilized. The 

State was troubled with identifying populations with prolonged 

drive times to presented community hospitals especially. To 

guess travel time, by taking into account factors such as 

distance to nearby hospital and road network concentration, the 

methods used in this research specify access to existing 

hospitals statewide. Limited access areas (LAA) are the areas 

falling exterior of a particular time entry. The state policy was 

this principle in the review of new community hospital 

proposals. To identify some of the spatial complexities 

associated with the demand and the convenience dimensions of 

health care access and justice are given by the results that 

helped the policymakers. 

Spatial data mining is potentially relevant patterns from the 

colossal spatial datasets however is a method of drawing out the 

exciting and previously unidentified. 

In literature, many methods were developed to improve the 

security level in database from illicit access, which are briefly 

discussed in the following section 2. In the previous hospital 

location analyses technique, the locations are predicted from the 

hospital dataset using pattern mining technique. This method 

performs three processing stages namely, feature compilation, 

roads weightage computation and selection of patterns 

(locations) by utilizing pattern mining.  The feature compilation 

process is performed with the hospital dataset, and road 

weightage computation process is accomplished by a weightage 

formula. The weightage formula is applied to each road, based 

on that value the roads are extracted and given to the pattern 

mining. The location analyses technique is inadequate in its 

performance in terms of road weightage computation. Because 

the road weightage computation formula is linear i.e. the input 

parameters in the weightage formula is varied, so the 

corresponding road weightage value is also varied at high level. 

So we can’t predict the road weightage value. Moreover, the 

weightage computation formula is effortless and it very easy to 

learn. So, to avoid these negative aspects, a new hospital 

location analyses method is proposed in this paper.  

Hence, in this paper a new hospital location analyses technique 

is proposed with developed non linear mathematical model. The 

mathematical model is developed by exploiting the information 

from the feature compilation process. This non linear 

mathematical model is optimized by the well known 
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optimization technique called Genetic Algorithm(GA). 

Followed by this, the pattern mining process is also carried out 

on the historical dataset. By utilizing these pattern mining 

process and optimized mathematical model, the hospital 

location is to be predicted. The outline of the paper is as 

follows: The proposed hospital location analyses process is 

briefly explained in section 3. In section 3.1, feature 

compilation process is explained and with this information a 

nonlinear mathematical model is given in section 3.2. The 

section 3.3 and 3.4 explains pattern mining and location 

analyses process. The experimental result and conclusion of this 

paper is given in Section 4 and 5. 

3.  HOSPITAL LOCATION ANALYSIS 

TECHNIQUE  
The hospital location analyses technique is proposed with non 

linear mathematical model and pattern mining process. The 

proposed method analyses the hospital location by getting the 

information from the available historical dataset and the 

information from datasets are given to the developed 

mathematical model. Based on the mathematical model and the 

pattern mining process, the hospital location is analyzed. The 

proposed method includes four processing stages namely, 

feature compilation, non linear mathematical model, selection 

of patterns (locations) using pattern mining and location 

analyses. These four stages are consecutively applied to the 

historical dataset for obtaining an exact location.  

3.1 Feature Compilation  
The well-organized features are extracted from the given 

historical datasets in feature collection process. At this point, 

we uphold three datasets namely, hospital list, accidental prone 

zone areas, and accident places. Let H be the hospital datasets, 

which contains four fields namely nAnLatnLonnHna ,,,  that 

are represented as, 

NnnAnLatnLonnHnaH ,2,1)};(),(),(),{(             (1) 

Where, nAnLatnLonnHna ,,, represent the hospital name, 

longitude, latitude, and address of thn hospital in the hospital 

dataset, respectively, and N represents the size of the hospital 

dataset i.e., the number of hospitals in the dataset. The 

accidental prone zones zP contains three fields namely, 

},,{ iZiPiRnazP                                      (2) 

Where, iZiPiRna ,, represents the name of the road, Pincode 

value, and the corresponding zone number of the thi road in the 

accidental prone zone dataset. Similarly, accidental place pA

contains eight fields namely, 

},,,,,,,{ iTaiBiCiTwiByiPeiTiRnapA                       (3) 

Where iTaiBiCiTwiByiPeiTiRna ,,,,,,, represents the name 

of the road, total number of accidents, number of occurrences of 

accident by pedestrian, bicycle, two wheeler, car, bus and total 

number of people affected.  

The hospital name and address are extracted from the dataset H  

from these three datasets, then the hospital address following 

pincode values and road names are extracted from the dataset

zP , and finally, the accidental values subsequent to road 

names are mined from the dataset pA . These extracted values 

are assembled in a dataset named F and is represented as, 

KkNjkTakBjkC

kjTwjkByjkPekTkPjkRnajLatjLonjHnaF

jj

j





,};,,

,,,,,,,,,{

    

(4) 

In Equ. (4), jkPe denotes the pedestrian value of thk road 

thj hospital. The non linear mathematical model is improved 

based on these values, which is explained in the following sub 

section.  

3.2 Non Linear Mathematical Model  
By utilizing the information which is extracted from the feature 

compilation process, the non linear mathematical model is 

modified. Along with these extracted features, seven feature 

values namely, 
jjj kTakBjkCkjTwjkByjkPekT ,,,,,, is 

used in the mathematical model creation. The developed 

mathematical model is, 
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 Where, m
kY

j
represents the thk road 

thj hospital weight 

value, 
jjj kTakBjkCkjTwjkByjkPekT ,,,,,, is the thk

road total number of accidents, number of occurrences of 

accidents through pedestrian, bicycle, two wheeler, car, bus and 

total number of affected people in the corresponding road. x

and kx are the initial weights to be optimized. The 

mathematical model is optimized by selecting the best
x and 

best
X

bestbest
1

,,,
10 

  values to make it get the optimal data. 

Genetic Algorithm is used to perform the optimization process. 

Genetic algorithm is used in numerous applications such as 

inventory management [23], revenue management [24], 

bioinformatics [25] and many more. To acquire the best data, 

the GA carries out five basic processes: i) Chromosome 

Generation, ii) Fitness function, iii) Crossover, iv)Mutation , 

and v) Termination.  The procedures that are involved in the 

optimization process are described below.  

1. Generation of chromosomes: Generate a population pool 

1,,1,0;  pNllP  where, pN  is the pool size, in which 

each chromosome is of length 1L . The chromosome length 

1L  indicates the number of genes i.e., the number of weights 

to be optimized such as 1L , x and 1,,1,0  X . Each 

gene value of every chromosome is an arbitrary number 

generated within the interval ]1,0[ . 

2. Fitness Function: Evaluate the fitness of the population pool 

using the below mentioned formula, 

jj kYm
kY

lF



2

                                        (6) 

where, 
jkY  is the actual weight value of the road k .  
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Select 2/pN  chromosomes that have maximum fitness value 

from the population pool and place them in the selection pool. 

3. Crossover: Perform single point crossover operation with 

crossover probability rc . The crossover operation exchange 

rcN. genes between two parent chromosomes and produces 

2/pN  children chromosomes 12/,,1,0;  pNhhc  . 

Where N is the number of parameters we have utilized in the 

mathematical model, which is given in  Equ. (5).  

4. Mutation: Perform uniform random mutation operation with 

a mutation probability pm . In the mutation technique, a 

uniform random integer is generated and replaced in pmN.

random positions of hc , and 
new
h

c  is produced. 

5. Termination: The resultant 
new
h

c and the selection pool 

chromosomes are placed in the population pool and the process 

is repeated until the termination criterion is met. In our case, the 

termination criterion is a set that reaches a maximum number of 

repetition of process. Once the maximum number of process 

repetition takes place, the process is terminated and the 

chromosome (can be represented as best
x and 

best
X

bestbest
1

,,,
10 

  ), which has maximum fitness, in the 

population pool is extracted.  

The obtained best weights from the optimization process are 

substituted in Eq. (5) to derive the final mathematical model as,  
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The non linear optimized mathematical model is utilized in the 

high sensitive road computation process.  

 

3.3 Patterns Mining  
The patterns are extracted from the dataset F  following the 

mathematical model progress. In pattern extraction process, the 

values kBkCkTwkBykPe ,,,, are used and the attained 

dissimilar combination length of patterns are stored in the 

variable MmmlDP ,2};{  , where ml is the m-length 

pattern. These dissimilar arrangement length extracted patterns 

are given to the clustering process. We have taken dissimilar 

arrangement of patterns having dissimilar length in clustering 

process. By performing K-means clustering these dissimilar 

combinations of patterns are clustered.   

K-Means Clustering: A method of cluster analysis is known to 

be k-means clustering, which aims to separate observations into 

number of clusters in which each observation belongs to the 

cluster with the adjacent mean [20]. The clustered centroid 

values for dissimilar combination of length patterns from the 

clustering method are given as  

  OoMmo
mcococCc  ,2,1,,2};

3
,

2
{                (8) 

Later by  scheming the score value for every cluster we 

discover the high sensitive road by utilizing the subsequent 

formula, 

  ;
1

ByPe
m

c
w

o
m if 2m                          (9) 

Likewise, the score values are calculated for other patterns too. 

Then, we find the high scored cluster which is having the 

maximum score value. The superlative cluster value is 

represented as,  

},,{'
''

3

'

2
o
m

oo
c

w
c

w
c

wW                            (10) 

3.4 Location Analysis 
By exploiting the non linear optimized values and the elevated 

scored cluster score values, the position analysis process is 

carried out. We discover the sensitive road by using the formula 

in location analysis, which is mentioned below, 
























2
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m

j
c

wkY

js                               (11) 

Where, 

jkY -  is the non linear optimized value of the road k  

'o
mc

w - High scored cluster  

In addition, we find that the consequent road k count values 

from the dataset which is represented as ku . The road value 

from the dataset is calculated by, 

 *kukt                                                  (12) 

Where, 

ku - is the count value of the road k  

 - is the constant value  

Following the above, we find the road which is very  sensitive 

from other roads,using the subsequent formula, 










ktksifR

ksktifE
SR

;

;
                                  (13) 

In Equ. (13), if the value kt is greater than the value ks , the 

hospital facility in the corresponding road is adequate or else 

the hospital facility in that area is necessary. We examine 

different hospitals in different locations in our planned 

technique and at last, we propose that for particular locations, 

the hospital facility is sufficient or not based on the information 

from the obtainable datasets. The results from our planned 

technique and the accessible dataset execution are explained in 

the subsequent section.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The validation of the proposed method is performed using 

MATLAB (7.12.0®2011a), installed in machine with 

configuration as mentioned in Table 1.   
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Table 1: Machine Configuration 

S.No Parameters Specifications 

1 Processor Intel core i5 

2 Clock Speed 3.20 GHz 

3 RAM 4 GB 

 

Three datasets values namely, hospital list, accidental prone 

zones, accidental places has been used in our system. The 

accidental particulars are acquired in the year of 2006 to 2010 

and these datasets values are gathered for Chennai the study 

area. Corresponding roads accidental information were gathered 

and kept in the accident data for every hospital. In the earlier 

work the datasets used in our work is illustrated. In the feature 

extraction method these datasets are used. The extracted values 

from the datasets are set to the non linear mathematical formula.  

This  formula is progressed by the NN(Neural Network) and the 

optimal values are got from the GA technique. In the location 

analyses process the optimal weights values from our non linear 

mathematical formula are used. Later the, patterns are extracted 

in dissimilar arrangement length. The extracted patterns in two, 

three, four and five length arrangement are demonstrated in the 

subsequent tables.  

Table 2: Sample Two Length Extracted Patterns 

 

S.No Pedestrian Bicycle 

1 344 72 

2 33 11 

3 84 12 

4 53 9 

5 40 13 

6 112 28 

7 101 30 

8 249 65 

9 40 13 

10 164 23 

 

Table 3: Sample Three Length Extracted Patterns 

 

S.No Pedestrian Bicycle Cars 

1 344 72 276 

2 33 11 21 

3 84 12 39 

4 53 9 38 

5 40 13 29 

6 112 28 34 

7 101 30 48 

8 249 65 106 

9 40 13 29 

10 164 23 89 

 

Table 4: Sample Four Length Extracted Patterns 

 

S.No Pedestrian Bicycle Cars Two wheeler 

1 344 72 276 365 

2 33 11 21 70 

3 84 12 39 103 

4 53 9 38 81 

5 40 13 29 40 

6 112 28 34 105 

7 101 30 48 138 

8 249 65 106 264 

9 40 13 29 40 

10 164 23 89 191 

Table 5: Sample Five Length Extracted Patterns 

 

S.No Pedestrian Bicycle Cars Two wheeler Bus 

1 344 72 276 365 50 

2 33 11 21 70 2 

3 84 12 39 103 0 

4 53 9 38 81 3 

5 40 13 29 40 1 

6 112 28 34 105 13 

7 101 30 48 138 6 

8 249 65 106 264 22 

9 40 13 29 40 1 

10 164 23 89 191 10 

 

These patterns are extracted and applied in a K-Means 

clustering for each combination length patterns. Subsequently, 

in location analysis process we analyze the location whether 

those locations have satisfied the hospital facility or those 

locations require more hospitals in the particular area. The 

results which are obtained from our proposed technique are 

given in Table 6.  

Table 6: Results from Our Proposed Non Linear Mathematical 

Model Based Hospital Location Analyses Technique 

 

S.No Road Name Suggestion 

1 Poonamallee High Road Enough 

2 New Avadi Road Enough 

3 Santhome High Road Enough 

4 Radhakrishnan Salai Enough 

5 LB Road Enough 

6 Durgabai Deshmulk Road Enough 

7 EH Road Enough 

8 
Ennore Express Road  

Masthan Koil 
Enough 

9 SP Road Enough 

10 Arcot Road Enough 

11 Rajaji Salai Enough 

12 SN Chetty Street Required 

13 ECR Road Enough 

14 Velacherry Main Road Required 

15 EVR Salai Enough 

16 100 Feet Road Required 

17 Anna Salai Required 

18 CTH Road Required 

19 Thiruvotiyur High Road Required 

 

The performance of our proposed technique is evaluated by 

comparing our proposed non linear mathematical model results 

with the previous work hospital location result values. The 

previous hospital location analysis technique results are given 

in Table 7.  

Table 7: Results from Our Existing Hospital Location Analyses 

Technique 

 

S.No Road Name Suggestion 

1 EVR Salai Enough 

2 CTH Road Required 

3 100 Feet Road Required 

4 Anna Salai Required 

5 Thiruvotiyur High Road Required 

6 New Avadi Road Enough 

7 SP Road Required 

8 Arcot Road Required 

9 Rajaji Salai Enough 
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10 LB Road Enough 

11 SN Chetty Street Required 

12 ECR Road Required 

13 Velacherry Main Road Required 

14 
Ennore Express Road  

Masthan Koil 
Required 

15 Poonamallee High Road Enough 

16 Santhome High Road Enough 

17 Radhakrishnan Salai Required 

18 
Durgabai Deshmulk 

Road 
Required 

19 EH Road Required 

 

Our non linear mathematical model based hospital location 

analyses technique performance is compared with the existing 

hospital location analyses technique by changing the constant 

 value as 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. By increasing the values, the 

hospital location analyses decision values are also be changed. 

The comparison result of our proposed and existing hospital 

location analyses is shown in Fig. 1 and 2, where Proposed 

Technique uses Non Linear Mathematical Model and Existing   

Technique uses Linear Mathematical Model. 

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison Graph of our proposed and existing 

technique with appropriate hospital facility 

 

Figure 2: Comparison Graph of our proposed and existing 

technique without appropriate hospital facility 

It can be seen from figure 1 and 2, that our proposed technique 

analyzes more accurately the hospital facilities in different 

locations than the existing technique. In Fig. 1, our proposed 

technique finds 70% of the locations with appropriate hospital 

facility but the existing technique finds only 30% of the 

locations, at this stage when the value of sensitivity factor is 

0.02. By increasing the sensitivity factor value to 0.025, 0.03, 

0.05 and 0.1 the hospital location facility analyses process is 

becoming very stiff i.e.  when the sensitivity factor value 

reaches 0.1  our proposed and existing technique states that only 

20% and 5% of locations have appropriate hospital facility. In 

Fig. 2, our proposed technique results in 30% of the locations 

not having appropriate hospital facility but the existing shows 

70% of the locations not having appropriate hospital location 

facility. When increasing the sensitivity factor values our 

proposed and existing techniques gives 80% and 95% locations 

that wanted more hospital facility in the specified locations. 

This analyzes results show that our proposed technique 

approximately finds the hospital facility in hard circumstances.  

5. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, the hospital location analyzes technique with non 

linear mathematical model was proposed to find the exact 

hospital location based on the historical datasets. In this 

proposed methodology, the newly developed non linear 

optimized mathematical model was utilized to find the most 

important roads and these mathematical model result values 

were given to the pattern mining process. By using the 

developed non linear mathematical model and pattern mining 

process, the hospital location was analyzed. All these processes 

have improved the performance of the proposed hospital 

location analyses technique. The results have shown that the 

proposed technique with non linear mathematical model and 

pattern mining process have achieved high analyses results in 

tough circumstances. Thus, our proposed hospital location 

analyses technique has offered better performance in analyzing 

the hospital location than the existing hospital location analyses 

technique.  
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